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ABSTRACT

~

As the ftspacefrontierftof twenty years ago has evolved into the
ftspace workplaceftof today, the sophistication of the missions and
investigations has rapidly increased. This has been accompanied by
an explosion in the appetite of users for data transmission
capacity.: in the Space Station era we are potentially faced with
daily requirements for moving the digital equivalent of the entire
US Library of Congress between the spacecraft and the groundl

Unfortunately our technical and fiscal ability to deal with these
staggering quantities of data has not kept pace with the challenge.
In recent years increasingly urgent user demands have been voiced
for better space data system service and responsiveness. The Space
Station may be our last chance before we drown in data.

In response to this looming problem, new high-performance data
system architectures have been developed which,offer solutions that
are achievable using existing technology. The cornerstone of these
architectures is the concept of standardization of the data handling
interfaces and protocols'which operate within the system. A Space
Station Information System based on these standards can be

.economically built which is totally insensitive to the content, mix
and rate of the user data which flow though it. By virtue of the
high degree of automation offered by standardization, it can also be
operated efficiently and cheaply.

An international ftConsultative Committee for Space Data Systemsft
(CCSDS) was formed in 1982, and nineteen major space agencies 'from
around the world began active collaboration in the design of data
handling standards covering telemetry, telecommand, timecodes and
message formats. Since then major technicalagreementshave been
reachedwhich recommendinteroperable,standardways of flowing data
through space data systems. All of the internationalpartners in
the Space Station program have been parties to these agreements.

Th~s paper describes an end-to-end Space Station Data System
architecture, fully based on the new internationally-recommended
space data handling standards, which uses simplemodular building
blocks that are recursivelyreplicatedand linked to construct
virtually any desired data system configuration: layered CCSDS
standards provide the mortar which holds the building blocks
together.
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1... INTRODUCTION

This paper is based on work performed within the Consultative
Committee for Space Data Systems, whose organizationand procedures
are described in Reference [1]. The paper outlines a proposed
functional design for the data transport facilities and services
that are embedded within the .Space Station Information System"
(SSIS),and illustrates how this design may be founded upon a menu
of mission-independent data handling techniques which are fully
compatible with the CCSDS Recommendations for space data systems
standards (References [2] through [9]).

~

The NASA Space Station Phase-B contractor data management system
architecture. studies (References [10] a,nd [11]) were used as
reference material for this paper, and have been blended within this
document into a common functional design which uses standard data
handling techniques based fully on the CCSDS Recommendations.

The SSIS includes all Space Station elements associated with the
bidirectional end-to-end flow of data between user investigations
(which are distributed throughout all on-orbit elements of the Space
Station Program) and their associated user analysis processes (which
are distributed throughout the ground and space s¥stems). Embedded
within the SSIS is a .Space Station Data System" (SSDS), which
consists of all of the facilitiesand s¥stems that communicate data
between the user "ends" of the SSIS. The orientation of the SSDS
within the SSI~ is shown in Figure-I.

The principal difference between the SSIS and the SSDS is that the
.. SSIS contains the users and their investiga tions (i.e.its product
is information and increased human knowledge), whereas the SSDS
provides data communication between these user ends (i.e. its
product is only inanimate data). The SSDS may be thought of as a
.telephone s¥stem. which exists to service the communications needs
of users in the conduct of their investigations: there is only one
SSDS, but a new SSIS is created each time a user interacts with the
s¥stem.

This paper proposes a standard, user-independent archi tecture for
the data s¥stems which transport data bidirectionally between the
ends of the SSIS. It does NOT attempt to levy requirements on the
internal data processing or analysis activities of the user, since
these are unique to each application. The essence of the SSDS
concept presented herein is to outline an architecture for a user-
transparent data transport s¥stem, which is completely independent
of the characteristics of the user data that are being transported,
and which has total flexibility to accomodate mission-induced
changes in data traffic.

Major physical elements of the SSDS, which are distributed
throughout all elements of the Space Station program, include the
following:

---
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On-orbit Local Area Networks (LANs).

Interfaces between the onboard LANs and the payload/subsystems
of the Space Station, or between the LANs and flight crew users.

Telemetry and Telecommand data handling termini on the various
flight elements of the Space Station constellation.

Space-to-ground, ground-to-space, and space-to-space data links.

Ground mission support facilities containing Telemetry and
Telecommand data handling termini and pre-processing services.

Local or wide area data distribution networks within the ground
system which interconnect users with mission support facilities,
data archives, and with each other's data processing facilities.

This paper is organized into four principal sections:

Identification of key requirements that influence the design of
the SSDS (Section 2).

Synthesis of a system architecture for the SSDS which is based
on existing Space Station Phase-B contractor studies and
organized to exploit standard CCSDS data handling techniques
(Section 3).

Definition of a functional design configuration for the SSDS,
and description of its major elements (Section 4).

Assessment of open issues (Section 5).

L s.smi ARCBITEC~RAL R~OIREMImTS -

The SSDS must be designed, implemented and operated affordably in an
environment of almost constant change. Some of the assumed design
drivers imposed by its e-nvironment within the SSIS are listed in
Section 2.1. The resulting architectural characteristics are listed
in Section 2.2.

2.1 ASSUMED SSIS DESIGN DRIVUS

TECHNOLOGY AND USER REQUIREIlImTS WILL GROW AND EVOLVEA.

A key architectural driver for the SSDS is imposed by its projected
lifecycle,which paints a picture of a very complex, dynamic system
that must accomodate growth and evolution of both technology and
user requirements.

At birth the performancerequirementsimposed on the SSDS will push
data handling technology to the limit, and much of the system
control will probably be performed from the ground. During the
growing years its data handling capabilities must evolve to support
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a maturing Space Station facility which carries an increasing number
of user payloads with insatiable appetite for data transmission, yet
its technology will be rapidly outdated unless the system is
designed to accommodate change. As the SSDS matures, Space Station
operations will become more and more independent, and its data
communications and processing capabilities will need to expand in a
controlled, evolutionary fashion to support this growth and
migration of autonomy.

This evolutionary, changing nature of the ~stem will require that
the SSDS is built around a high degree of architectural modularity
and structure.

B. THB SPACB STATIOR WILL BB A DISTRIBUTBD SYSTBM SUPPORTING A
GLOBAL NBTWORK OF INTBRNATIONAL SCIBNCB, TBCHNOLOGY AND
COMMERCIAL USERS

Once the Space Station data stream is captured on the ground, it
will be distributed to a confederation of remotely located data
processing and archiving facilities, many of which will be
interconnected by private (e.g.NASAls NASCOM) or shared public
(e.g. X.25-based) communications networks.

These facilities will be distributed world-wide, and will provide
specialized data handling, processing and archival services in
support of a large and as yet undefined future community of users:
international and domestic; government and private; working in the
fields of commerce, science and technology. The breadth and

. diversity of the user community will" require that the SSDS features
a comprehensivemenu of data format and protocol standardsfor the
interchange of user application data. These application-oriented.
standards are essential to facilitate the early development of a
dynamically adaptive, di.stributedSSDS that can sustain planned
evolution. The majority of these users will also require that the
SSDS providesroutine data handlingservicessuch as accounting,
merging, ancillary data processing and temporary storage and
retrieval capability. Some users will require the capability to
make their data private so that they are unintelligible to
eavesdroppers.

C. 'l'BB SSDS MUST IBTERFACB .INTEROPBRABLY. W1m DATA STREAMS FROM
MANYDIFFERENT SOURCES

The in-orbit manned Space Station will be a major data generation,
collection, and routing facility. Data from the manned Station
itself, plus many different external data streams from the flight
constellation of attached payloads, co-orbiting platforms, space
facilities being constructed and independent free-flying spacecraft
(owned by NASA or other agencies, either Earth-orbiting or bound for
Deep-Space) must all be collected and merged by the Station, then
relayed to the ground system, principally via the TDRSS.

Many independent free-flyers which are only transiently associated
with the Space Station (perhaps for servicing and repair) will also
have the capability to communicate directly with their own ground
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systems via dedicated links: these spacecraft must be given data
handling support without incurring major expenditures for protocol
conversion. The international elements may have their own data
relay satellites and ground support networks which can provide
valuable backup data paths for monitor and control. The TDRSS
ground station will have to simultaneously handle ultra-high-rate
data streams from the Space Station and platforms, plus other data
streams from free flyers, all of which must be rapidly sorted and
switched to a variety of processing centers.

Handling all of these data interfaces in an economical way will
require that the SSDS establish standard formats and protocols for
passing user data through the system, and that these standards be
coordinated widely within the international space community so that
maximum levels of data system commonality and interoperability can
be attained. Compounding the problem of interoperabili ty is the
requirement to prevent unauthorized users from interfering with the
operation of the system.

D. mB SSDS IIOST TRARSPORT A limB VARIBTY OF DIFFBRENT DATA TYPBS-
AND RATES

The SSDS will be required to transport and deliver a mix of digital
payload, engineering, audio and video data -- each with its own
unique characteristics and requirements -- through the bidirectional
Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System (TDRSS) links. A broad
spectrum of performance requirements will exist, for example:

a) Operational video and audio data need real time, sequential data
delivery, but are tolerant of data errors and short data
outages. .

Scientific imaging data can tolerate delivery delays but not
data outages. They are.moderately tolerant of data errors when
uncompressed, but very intolerant when compressed.

b)

Other digital data types -- including low and medium rate
payload telemetry, engineering and housekeeping date, ancillary
data, data base transfers, telecommand sequences, memory loads,
and text and graphics -- each have differing and often
conflicting requirements but must be mixed during transmission
through space/ground data links. Some data types (such as
programs and data base transfers) are intolerant of any data
errors or outages, while other data types are tolerant of even
the poorest communications.

Even in the initial on-orbit configuration, the SSDS downlink data
service will need to accommodate a composite data rate that
periodically approaches (and even transiently exceeds) the present
TDRSS limit of 300 Mb/s. The SSDS uplink data service (which
includes operational and recreational audio and video) will be
maximally bounded by the TDRSS capabilities of 25 Mb/s. These SSDS
data link services must transparently support instantaneous, dynamic
and adaptive changes in the mix and volume of user data which flow
through them.

c}
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The wide diversity of user data requirements will require that the
SSDS provides several different .classes. of standard user data
transport service, each displaying a well-defined quality of service
which includes clear specifications of data rate, error rate, delay,
sequentiality and completeness. The SSDS will also probably be
required to provide cer tain val ue-added utili ty services for user
data streams such as merging, sorting, storage and remote access.

B. OPBRATION OF mB SSDS IIDST BB PLSXmLB 'AND BFFICIENT

The SSDS design must minimize the amount of manpower which is
required to plan data acquisition and transmission, to monitor and
control its operational transfer, and to reconfigure the network in
response to changing inflight data gathering strategies. Present
(e.g. Spacelab) missions have link charactceristics -- data rate,
modulation type, multiple formats, etc. -- which change according to
the content and mix of data being transmitted, requiring that thick
books are wri tten and maintained (each consuming hundreds of
manhours of engineering time) to describe the unique data
configurations for literally every minute of a seven day flight. In
the Space Station-era this kind of operational complexity will be
impossible to afford. The data transfer systems must be completely
transparent to the content and type of integrated digital data which
are being transmitted through them, al~owing rapid reconfiguration
of core and payload data acquisition strategies .on the fly..

.-----..

F. mB SSDS MOST BB COMPATIBLE 111m TDRSS

All Space Station digital data types, each with its own service
requirements, must be merged into a single stream to pass through
the TDRSS uplink/downlink transmission path. This w ill require that
all data- be transferred digitally through the standard TDRSS
capabil i ties. The TDRSS services include uplink and downlink
transmission onc S-band and K-band multiple and single access
channels. The 300 Mb/s K-band single access service, using I and Q
channels, will provide the dominant downlink data transport service
for user payloads. Some critical core monitor and control data may
be carried separately on the S-band channel.

2.2 RBSOLTING SSDS ARCBITECTtJRAL CHARACTERISTICS

Design of the SSDS is clearly not a run-of-the-mill data handling
problem. NASA and the internationalspace community must build upon
lessons learned from past deficiencies which have caused intense
user dissatisfaction with systems that have proven to be very
difficult and costly to use, operate and maintain. This paper
proposes that three important engineering concepts must be embedded
in the initialdesign of SSDS to guarantee its smooth implementation
and evolution. These concepts are: layering and modularity; virtual
channelization; and standard data structures and data autonomy.~

-- --
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A. LAYERING AND IIODULARITY

The concept of layering (-dividing and conqueringft)allows a diverse
and complex system to be broken up into easily-comprehended modules
that reside in clear architectural strata. Within the strata (or
layers), similar data handling functions talk to each other using
well-defined standard rules. By layering the SSDS, a design can be
created which:

a)
b)

c)

IS understandable by a wide range of users and implementers.
Can modularly expand or contract to accommodate changing user or
technologicalrequirements. '

Can be tested in a modular fashion, by maximizing the functional
independence between processes residing in different system
layer s.
Displays simple, well-defined system interfaces that are not
constantly changing.
Can adaptively respond to dynamic mission events.
Facili tates modular, recur sive use of replicated hardware and
software elements to lower system development and operation
costs.
Avoids the need for quantum jumps in technology development by
permitting complex tasks to be broken into pieces which can be
handled by existing state-of-the-art technological capabilities
(e.g.parallel processing of very high rate data streams).

d)

e)
f)

g)

B. VIRmAL CBARBBLIZA~IOR

The SSDS must transport huge quantities of multi-source data.at
extraordinarily'high data rates through the bandwidth-constrained
TDRSS serial data channels that interconnect the space.and ground
systems. Handling and processing serial data streams at rates
approaching 300 Mb/s poses severe technological challenge.

A concept known as -Virtual Channelization- allows a physical serial
data channel to be logically divided into many virtual (apparently
parallel) data paths. Application of this technique to the SSDS is
vital, since it allows the high rate serial data stream to be
immediately split and routed to many independent parallel processors
at the ends of the channel, each operating at data rates that are
well within the capabilities of current technology.

c. STANDARDDATA STRUCTURES AND DATA AUroROIIY

The concept of standardizing the formats and protocols by which data
are exchanged between distr1buted elements of the SSDS is critical
to the design of a transparent, highly automated, user-friendly
system.

A component of standardization is the concept of data autonomy.
In order for the SSDS to provide efficient, high performance data
services that handle a diverse mix of data types and requirements,
it must be designed to be adaptively -data drivenn. Data autonomy-- encapsulation of variable user data within standardized labels --

--
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provides the foundation for these adaptive data services. It is
achieved within the CCSDS Recommendations by having each data source
(engineering subsystem or user payload instrument) encapsulate its
application data messages into standard "Source Packets". These
Source Packets have globally interpretable labels from which the
SSDS interface equipment can identify the source and/or destination,
end-to-end class of service, priorities and conditions for delivery.
The labels contain information required for the ver ification,
validation, and accounting for the transported block of user data
within the Packet. Standard methods for autonomously time-tagging
the block of .userdata are also recommended b¥ the CCSDS.

Within the framework of the layered concept of .Open System
Interconnectionn (OSI), the International Standards Organization
(ISO) is currently developing a broad spectrum of commercially-
supported general purpose standard data protocols which are designed
to provide inter operability between dissimilar elements within an
open worldwide communications system. Many of these emerging
standards will have direct and cost-effective application to the
~~. - .

However, some of the ISO-OSI standards are not currently very
attractive for specialized mission data exchange through capacity or
bandwidth constrained space data channels, or for data rates
exceeding 1 Mb/s, owi~g to their high protocol overhead (caused by
their wide range of general-purpose options) and undesirable error-
propagation effects when operated through weak signal channels.
Because space system implementation complexity and data link
performan,ce optimization are both dominant drivers for space
missions, the CCSDS has been developing a set of Recommenda tion.s
for simple, robust, special purpose standard techniques that are
tailored for the unique environment of exchanging data through noisy
space data channels. The CCSDS Recommendations are internationally
agreed and are supportabJ:eby virtually every type of space mission,-
thus permitting a wide degree of interoperability between space
vehicles and facilities owned by many different agencies.

The CCSDS Recommendations were NOT intended to replace the ISO-OSI
standards, but to supplement them in those specific areas that are
.unique. to space missions -- primarily data transport through
space data channels. They are conceptually intended to support
systems of the complexity of the SSDS, though their initial
definitionhas focused on a narrower problem, i.e.the cross support
of free-flying spacecraft by a global, international network of
ground tracking stations. For this reason a few expansions and
enhancementsto the present CCSDS Recommendationsmay be requiredin
order to fully utilize them within the SSDS. The CCSDS
Recommendations were specifically designed to permit this planned
evolution and expansion.

Nearly all of the existing CCSDS data link formats and protocols are
directly applicable to the SSDS. Only one technical area (coding
techniques for use on spacecraft-to-spacecraft data channels, an
environmentwhich has not yet been consideredby CCSDS) may require
additional development and internationalcoordination.
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J.... ARCHITECTURAL CONCEPT

This Section contains two parts: in Section 3.1 the existing NASA
contractor SSDS architectures are reviewed; in Section 3.2 these
are blended into a .commonn architecture that is based on CCSDS-
compatible standard data handling techniques.

3.1 BXIS~IHG ARCBI~EcmRBS

The NASA Phase-A contractor nData Management System Architecturen
studies, and the ongoing contractor activities within Phase-B, have
already generated excellent data system architectural concepts which
assume a high level of standardization and CCSDS compatibility.

The SSDS topologies proposed by the NASA contractor s -- McDonnell
Douglas (MDAC) and TRW, References [10] and [11] -- both show a
widely distributed system having many independent data processing
nodes in space and on the ground, with the space and ground elements
interconnected by a wideband data .umbilical through TDRSS. Although
both contractors have clearly recognized the utility of the CCSDS
data structures, the nature of competitive studies makes it
difficult to discern the common ground. Furthermore, NASA has only
recently opened the SSDS studies to the international participants
in the Space Station Program, and the full implications of the
internationally agreed CCSDS Recommendations may not be immediately
clear. This paper therefore attempts to:

0 Clarify the intended applicability of the CCSDS Recommendations.

Present a .unified. end-to-end SSDS architecture which embraces.
the results of the present contractor studies, demonstrates
recursive use of standardized CCSDS data interfaces, and reveals
the power of these interfaces'to facilitate international
interoperability.

0

3.2 ARCBI~EcmRAL AftRIBOTBS OP 'filE SSDS

The Phase-A and preliminary Phase-B contractor data management
system architectures have been abstracted and combined into a set of
common SSDS architectural attributes. The process used was:

0 Identification of the system layering (Section 3.2.1).

Analysis of the system data traffic requirements, and derivation
of the services to be provided (Section 3.2.2).

0

0 Construction of an SSDS Service Model (Section 3.2.3).

0 Definition of the standards used to implement the SSDS services,
and of the salient service characteristics (Section 3.2.4).

3.2.1 SSDS ARCBI~ECTORAL LAYERS

The SSDS contains two principal "regions. that are interconnected by
space-to-space or space-to-ground data channels. The "user region"

~ -- --
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containsthe user and the local da ta processing and communica tion
systems which support his investigation. The "remote region"

.contains the sensors and effectors which observe the event being
investigated, all under the remote supervision of the user, plus
their supporting data processing systems. If the user is located
in space, the two regions may become superimposed.

Most modern communication networks have adopted "layered"
architectures which conform to Reference Model of Open System
Interconnection (OSI) that has been developed by ISO. Al though the
seven-layer ISo-OSI model is general enough to cover space networks,
Space Station remote sensing applications have communications
requirements which differ from most commercial systems in three
important ways: .

Data rates are extremely high.
The weak-signal data channels which interconnect the remote and
user regions are expensive to provide and operate, and have
unique error-injection characteristcs.
Many different types of data must be simultaneously transmitted
in digital form through these channels.

The commercial standards being developed for the lower layers
(particularly Layers 1, 2 and 3) of the ISo-OSI architecture are not
suit~ble for use on space data links operating at very high data
rates and displaying weak-signal error characteristics. Because of
this the CCSDS has focussed on developing space-specific protocols
for use on these data links, which operate at high efficiency and
are customized to their error environment. The SSDS design assumes
that ISO-OSI standards will be used at highe~ layers wherever
possible, and that commercial networking standards may be. used in
other parts of the system where space data channels do not exist
(e.g.onboard data exchange or inter-user networking on the ground).
In view of the important need to take channel characteristics into
consideration (especially their efficient utilization), a modified
OSI model was constructed for space data systems. A diagram
identifying five principal data handling layers within the SSDS is
presented in Figure-2. The layers are:

1.
2.

3.

1. A OSBR LAYBR, within which reside the user-controlled activities
associated with space mission remote sensing such as payload
instruments, core subsystems, and data analysis facilities. The
objective of the lower layers of the SSDS is to place minimum
constraintson this layer. The User Layer (which falls outside
of the ISO-OSI communications environment) is supported by:

2. An APPLICATION PROCBSS LAYBR, which contains the data processing
elements associated with the user activities. Within the space
segment, multitudesof distributed application processes execute
within instruments or core subsystems and provide functions such
as telemetry acquisition, command execution, system management
and ancillary data computation. Within the ground segment
these processes provide functions such as data reduction, data
archiving, mission planning and command generation. Standard
message formatting protocols are required within this layer
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(which in the ISO-OSI model would embrace Layers 7, 6, 5 and 4),
drawing upon the services of:

3. A LOCAL NETWORKING LAYER, that allows the applicationprocesses
to intercommunicate in their local (space or ground)
environment. In space, this layer contains onboard local area
networks and data buses. On the ground, this layer contains
local and wide area data distribution networks, either private
(e.g. NASCOM) or public (e.g. commercial packet-switched
service). Standard networking protocols (residing at ISo-OSI
Layers 3, 2 and 1) are required within this layer,
interconnected by gateways or bridges with:

A SPACE DATA LINK LAYER, which allows the various on-orbit
local area networks within the space segment (Space Station,
tethered platform, co-orbiter, etc.) to communicate with each
other, or to communicate with the data distribution networks on
the ground. Standard data link protocols are required within
this layer (residing at ISO-OSI Layer 2), drawing upon:

4.

5. A SPACE DATA CHANNEL LAYER (residing at ISO-OSI Layer 1) that
establishes the physical space/space or space/ground signal
transmission paths.

The bottom two layers must be carefully designed in order to
insulate the effects of the unique space channel from higher layers.
Special purpose space data link and space data channel data
structures must be provided for these layers, since commercial
techniques are not available. The networking layer is assumed to
use conventional techniques. Messages flowing across the
application process layer (since they must pass through the space
channel) must use efficient formats and, in the absence of suitable
commercial standards, will be unique to space mission applications.

3.2.2 DATATRAPI'IC ANALYSIS

Using information contained within the NASA Phase-A/B contractor
reports, an synthesis of the data traffic requirements for the SSDS
was performed. A summary of the principaltypes of user data which
must be delivered end-to-end by the SSDS is shown in Table-l. The
delivery characteristics and gross service requirements of each data
type are shown in Table-2. These are the key parameters which
drive the design of the data transport systems.

Four principal .grades. of SSDS data delivery service have been
defined, and mapped onto Table-2. These are as follows:

0 GRADB-I DATA DELIVERY SERVICE:

Data are delivered guaranteed to be complete, error-free, in
sequence and without duplication.
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0 GRADE-II DATA DELIVERY SERVICE:

Data are delivered possibly incomplete (containing outages), but
guaranteed to be error-free, in-sequence and without
duplication.

0 GRADE- III DATA DELIVERY SERVICE:

Data are delivered possibly containing outages, possibly
containingerrors, but guaranteedto be in-sequenceand without
duplication.

0 GRADE-N DATA DELIVERY SERVICE:

Data are delivered possibly containing outages, . possibly
containingerrors, possibly out of sequence, and possibly with
duplication.

Within the SSDS, users will be able to choose the grade of service
which matches the requirements of their application. The SSDS will
be implemented to provide selectable value-added services which can
remove many routine data handling burdens from the user. In
particular, the use of accountable standard data structures will
enable delivery performance to be guaranteed.

3.2.3 ssns SERVICE MODEL

Using the system layering model and the data traffic analysis, a
Service Model of the SSDS (Figure-3) was constructed. The SSDS
provides three principal data c~mmunication and delivery services to
user application processes:

1. A MESSAGE DELIVERY SERVICE, which uses a standard message format
to route autonomous sets of user data'-door to door- between the
required source and destination application processes.

Comprehensive value-added Message Delivery services are
available to users including end-to-end message accounting, time
ordering and merging, and quality control of application data
sets which conform to the standard message format interface.

2. A DATA TRANSFER SERVICE, which usesa standarddatalinkformat
to move data bidirectionally between the major physical nodes of
the Space Station constellation (e.g. between the Space Station
and associated co-orbiters/free-flyers, or between the ground
system and any of these elements in space).

This service (which is embedded within the Message Delivery
Service) can provide a reduced level of value-added support to
any users who choose not to be compatible with the standard
message format. Such users can interface with the SSDS either
by generating the standard data link format themselves, or by
handing over a -bitstream-, which will then be transferred by
the system within the standarddata link format.
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3. A DATA INTEGRITY SERVICE, which controlsthe quality of data as
they pass through the noisy space/space or space/ground signal
transmi ssion paths.

User-selectable levels of data integrity are provided, depending
upon whether the channel is uncoded, coded to provide forward
error-correction, or controlled via error detection and
retransmission (ARQ) techniques.

An important part of the SSDS concept is that a variety of
application-independent value added data handling services will be
implemented within the system. Most users will be able to ~btiy
~nto. these services by simply conforming to some basic rules for
structuring their data, in which case they will not have to perform
many .routine, repetetive and resource-consuming data handling tasks.
The SSDS w ill also include the capabili ty for users to bypass
certain services, if more effective for their application, by
interfacing at intermediate access points.

3.2.4 STANDARDSANDSERVICE QIARACTBRISTICS.

In order to implement the elements of service identified by the SSDS
Service Model, a set of standard data structures, interfaces and
protocols are required within the s¥stem. The concept of uSing the
CCSDS Recommendations as the basis for SSDS standards has been
selected because it:

Fully and recursively exploits the investment which has been
made by many space agencie.sin developing CCSDS standards (by
some estimates, as much as 100 man year's of engineering time) .
Requires no structural change to the existing, proven CCSDS
protocols.

O' Is fully achievable w'ithincapabilities of existing technology.
0 Introduces minimum .culture shock. within the implementation

community by using familiar techniques for space data exchange.
Supportsthe integratedtransmissionof ALL anticipatedtypes of
Space Station core and user data (e.g.payload and engineering
data, operational video and audio, computer memory exchange,
text and graphics) through common, capacity-constrained TDRSS
uplink and downlink data channels.
Enables the Space Station program to be fully interoperable with
free-flying vehicles and ground networks operated by many
different agencies, and vice versa.
Is . compatiblewith complementaryutilizationof commercially-
supported terrestrial standards for Open System Interconnection.
Is highly structured to be modular, testable, automated,
adaptive, data-driven and (through use of simple, recursive data
handling techniques) easily under stood by a wide comm unity of
implementers, operators and users.

0

0

0

0

0

0
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These characteristics are achieved by the straightforward concept
of:

1. Using two simple CCSDS data structures as the standard
interfaces upon which the Message Delivery Service is founded:
these are the -Telemetry/Telecommand Source Packet-, and the
-Standard Formatted Data Unit" (SFDU).

Using a simple CCSDS data link structure as the standard
interface upon which the Data Transfer Service is founded: this
is the -Telemetry Transfer FrameR.

2.

USing the CCSDS Telemetry Channel Coding (RReed~Solomon
CodeblockR) data structure and elements of the Telecommand
RCommand Operation Procedurell retransmission protocol as
standard methods of controlling link quality upon which the Data
Integrity Service is founded.

In Figure-4, the SSDS Service Model has been mapped onto the ~stem
layers to show where these standard data structures are applied.
The physical characteristics of the CCSDS data structures are
outlined in Figure-5. Hote the bidirectional application of the
TBLBJlBftY fraae and coding mechanisms - the CCSDS Telecommand Frame
and cOding will not be used in the Space Station applicatioD.

3.

~ 3.2.4.1 Jlessage De~ivery Service D8p~ementation.

The noisy, capacity-constrained space/space and space/ground da ta
channels which interconnect the major functional nodes of space
missions inject unique and far-reaching requirements into the flow
of user data. Historically, user investigations have been shackled
(via multitudes of scrupulously designed and negotiated data rate,s
and formats) to the instantaneous tr ansm ission capaci ty and er r or
characteristics of the space data channels. Without such channels,
there is no reason why user data flow should not follow conventional
ground networking techniques. A driving force behind the CCSDS
concepts has been to sever the coupling between the user's
application and the data link.

The vehicle for achieving this decoupling is the CCSDS Source
Packet, which is structurally identical in both its Telemetry and
Telecommand manifestations. The Source Packet allow s a user
application process to create a complete Rsetllor block of data at a
rate appropriate to the phenomemon being observed, wrap it up in a
standard label or header, and then release it to the data
communications system for transmission. By placing the flow of
space application "messages. (CCSDS Packets) into its own layer, and
creating a separate layer for the transfer of these messages through
space data links (via CCSDS Frames), an independent set of processes
may be dedicated to the task of matching the user's demand for
transmissionto the data link resourceswhich are available.

The SSDS Message Delivery Service p~ovides the required layer of
insulation between the user's application and the data channel.
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.---... Packetized user data contain all of the information needed for the
SSDS to accountably route the variable-format, variable-length user
data as they flow between application processes.

To interface with the service, the user application process only has
to conform to the most basic and simply implemented rule: a message
must be preceded by a short standard label (the Source Packet
Header). Otherw ise the internal content and format of the message
is unconstrained (it may be encrypted), and its length is only
bounded at an upper limit that is far in excess of known
requirements. The Message Delivery Service will then automatically
perform the buffering, transmission, routing and accounting
functions that are necessary to move it to the intended destination,
drawing upon Data Transfer Service options selected by the user.

In the Space Station environment, the CCSDS Teleinetry/Telecommand
Source Packet format will be expanded (using built-in flexibility
features) by adding a standard Secondary Header. Candidate data for
inclusion in this Secondary Header include a Destination ID, and a
CCSDS standard Time Code Format (Reference [8]) which is
synchronized with precise Universal Time maintained by an onboard
atomic clock, thus precluding any need for time conver sion or
calibration. The Time Code (concatenatedwith the Packet Sequence
Count) will provide the long-term unique identification of the set
of data, thus facilitating value-added services such as merging and
sorting of da ta.

Within those elementsof the SSDS whichare .open. to a widerange
. of users (principally the ground segment), files of Source Packets

will be aggregated together and encapsulatedwithin Standard
Formatted Data Units (Reference [9]), thus facilitating their inter-
process exchange, storage, retrieval and archiving. The SFDU will
be an almost universal unit of data exchange currency within the
terrestrialportionsof the SSDS. Ground user data in SFDU format
may in turn be recursivelyencapsulatedwithin Source Packets if it
is desiredto transmitthem to the Space Stationelementsvia the
Message Delivery Service, e.g. for data base transfer applications.

3.2.4.2 Data Transfer Service Imp~emeDtatioD.

The concept of transmitting uplink (forward) and downlink (return)
data streams through the TRDSS space/ground links within the SSDS is
slightly different from the .conventional- techniques used by CCSDS
free-flying spacecraft. With conventional free-flyers, the
downlink typically contains a medium or high-rate stream of multi-
source payload and subsystem data, while the uplink consists of low-
rate discrete telecommands or onboard memory loads. Since weight
and power are usually severely constrained for free-flyers, the
design of the space/ground data links locates most of the processing
complexity on the ground. The asymmetry of the present CCSDS
Telemetry and Telecommand formats reflects this conventional
env ironment. The conventional Telecommand channel coding scheme
assumes a powerful transmitted signal and is fairly unsophisticated
so that decoding is simple; the Telecommand Transfer Frame
structure (variable length) exploits this lower-layer .clean

-- ----
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channel. environment. The conventionalTelemetryTransferFrame
assumes a weak-signal noisy channel, so it is of fixed length to
facilitate synchronization. The conventional Telemetry Channel
Coding scheme assumes a fairly competent decoding capability.

However, for the Space Station the contents of the uplink and
downlink data streams are actually nearly identical (e.g: low/medium
rate payload and engineering data; computer-to-computer data
exchange; text and graphics; and digital television plus voice).
The major differenceis that the downlink is driven towards 300 Mb/s
data rates by high-rate imaging instruments whereas the uplink is
bounded by TDRSS capacity to about 25 Mb/s. The uplink for the
Space Station in fact resembles the downlink for many conventional
free-flyers. Furthermore, the physical characteristics of the
TDRSS uplink and downlink satellite data channels, through which
SSDS data flow, are virtually the same.

In view of this unique Space Station environment, the standard CCSDS
TBLBMBTRY Transfer Prame and TBLB8BTRY Channel CodiDg data
structures have been selected for bidirectional use on the TDRSS
link: the conventional CCSDS Telecommand Transfer Frame and Channel
Coding layers will not be used in this application.

The rationale for using the Telemetry Transfer Frame (Reference [2])
as the standard bidirectional data link format within the Data
TransferService is as follows:

1. The Telemetry Transfer Frame has been optimised by CCSDS for
very efficient channel utilization.

,Itis a fixed length data structure, suitable for use on noisy
data channels. The present implementation indicates that frame
size in the region of 8 to 10 k-bi ts w ill perform well, which
turns out to be a very convenient segment of data to be handling
on data links operating-at multi-m~gabit rates.

2.

The frame is organized around the concept of -Virtual Channels.,
whi-ch provides a mechanism for segrega ting different types of
data, transmitted serially through a common data channel, into
several logically-parallel paths. This permits the high rate
serial stream to be immediatelysplit into many parallel lower-
rate data handling processes at the receiving end, using
relatively unsophisticated hardware, thus significantly reducing
the requirements for developing high rate processing technology.

The Data Transfer Service will support the Message Delivery Service
by moving standard CCSDS Source Packets through noisy space data
channels. Some high-rate users may choose not to packetize their
data, in which case they may create their own Telemetry Transfer
Frames which the Data Transfer Service will integrate into its own
stream of frames. Alternatively, users may interface with the
service at a nbitstream. level, in which case the .Asynchronous.
feature of the Telemetry'TransferFrame will be invokedand the user
data will be simply poured into the data field of frames on a
particular Virtual Channel, for movement through the link and

3.

---
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subsequent unstructured delivery back to the user. Note, however,
that users who bypass the Message Delivery Service and interface
with the Data Transfer Service at the frame or bitstream level will
inherently have to become involved with the data link management
processes.

It is anticipated that in the Space Station application the standard
CCSDS TelemetryTransfer Frame will be expanded, using the built-in
flexibility feature of defining a standard Secondary Header, to
include format elements that support very high speed routing
operations, such as provision of more Virtual Channels, an expanded
sequence count, and header error protection.

3.2.4.3 Data Integrity Service 18plementation.

The Telemetry Transfer Frame has been optimized to fit within the
high-performance Reed-Solomon codeblock structure that is defined in
Reference [3], the CCSDS Recommendation for Telemetry Channel
Coding. The Reed-Solomon (R-S) scheme is an extremely low overhead
and high performance code which is capable of being cheaply
implemented at moderate (multi-megabi t per second) rates in both
flight and ground hardware. It is a systematic block-oriented code
which does not scramble the user data and which can correct large
numbers of random and burst errors. Note that in the Space Station
environment the R-S codeblock will NOT be concatenated with the
convolutional code, which will be discarded for this application.

Because R-S is a block-oriented code, all of the R-S parity bits are
simply appended to the end of the frame. . Therefore some frames can
be transmitted'with the R-S parity bits attached (permitting
virtually perfect frame data quality to be achieved after decoding,
and even allowing decoding to be optional if the channel performance
is sufficiently good) whereas others can be transmitted without the
R-S protection, in which case the frame will operate at whatever the
TDRSS channel bit error rate is (nominally about lxlO*-5).

By selectively R-S encoding some frames, and transmitting others
uncoded (to save the 15% cOding overhead), different data qualities
can be provided for dissimilar data types being transmitted through
the common TDRSS channel. This feature provides the foundationfor
the different .Grades. of service defined for the CCSDS. Grade-III
and Grade-IV service will be implemented by placing data in uncoded
Transfer Frames. Grade-II service (error-free delivery) will be
achieved by R-S encoding the Transfer Frames. Grade-I service
(error-free and complete delivery) will be accomplished by R-S
encoding the frames and implementing an ARQ (automatic repeat
queueing) protocol so that frames which are not received correctly
w ill be retransmitted.

".--.

The CCSDS Command Operation Procedure (DCOP.,see Reference [6])
will form the basis for the bidirectionalretransmissionprotocolon
the TDRSS data link that interconnects the Space Station with the
ground. The format elements in the Telecommand Transfer Frame that
support the COP will be placed in a new Space Station standard
Secondary Header within the Telemetry Transfer Frame.

--
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3.2.4.4 Data Link Operations Concept.

The efficient, high-performance utilization of the bidirectional
TDRSS .pipeline", which forms the electronic umbilical between the
space and ground segments of the SSDS, is one of the most critical
parts of the ~stem.

The operations concept for applying the CCSDS Telemetry Transfer
Frame to the SSDS space/ground data link through TDRSS is summarized
in Figure-6. The TDRSS uplink and downlink data channels are both
symmetrically divided into 10,080-bit data transmission "slots.,
each of which is synchronously occupied by one R-S coded or uncoded
CCSDS Telemetry Transfer Frame attached to one particular Virtual
Channel. Note that the 10,080-bit slot length was chosen as the
strawman, instead of the 10,200-bit block described in the CCSDS
Blue Books (References [2], [3]),because it is divisible into 32-
bit words that facilitate high speed data handling. When encoded,
the shorter codeblock length is achieved using Reed-Solomon virtual
fill techniques. -

The Telemetry Transfer Frame contains the standard CCSDS Primary
Header, which will be extended by adding a new standard Space
Station Secondary Header containing error-protected Virtual Channel
switching information. A small status insert zone may be placed
after the SecondaryHeader for the insertionof any "heartbeat"data
types which require synchronous sampling in every frame. The
majority of the user data (either packetized or unstructured
bitstreams)is placed in the frame data field.

Each 10,080-bit slot on the uplink and downlink data channels
therefore contains one CCSDS Telemetry Transfer Frame, bearing its
own unique Virtual Channel ID. If the user data carried within the
frame are. not tolerant of transmission errors (Grade-I or Grade-II
service), the frame will be assigned to a Virtual Channel that is
R-S encoded: in this case the Transfer Frame contains 8800-bits of
information, followed by l280-bits of R-S parity. If the data
carried within the frame are error-tolerant (e.g. Grade-III or
Grade-IV service for digital television, high rate imaging, bulk
transfer, etc.) then the frame is assigned to an uncoded Virtual
Channel: in th~s case the R-S parity bits are omitted and the
Transfer Frame within that Virtual Channel contains 10,080
information bits (i.e. it has a longer data field).

The different user data types which may be simultaneously carried
through the common duplex TDRSS channel -byusing this "integrated
digital data link" technique are indicated in Figure-6. On the
downlink path (the 300 Mb/s TDRSS K-band single access channel,
split into I and Q paths operating at 150 Mb/s each), coded and
uncoded Telemetry Transfer Frames are interleaved and synchronously
inserted into the 10,080-bit "slots.. Uncoded frames provide one
grade of user service by carrying imaging and operational digital
TV. The coded frames provide another grade of user service by
carrying CCSDS Source Packets containing general payload and
engineeringdata, text, graphics, data bases transfers, audio, etc.

---- -~- --
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(Note that current NASA contractor studies have indicated that the
maximum anticipated delays introduced by such a system appear to be
consistent with audio requirements: otherwise, the capability
exists to place audio synchronously in the frame via the .status
insertD feature, which allows such data to be placed in a special
zone following the Secondary Header in each frame).

At the receiving end of the TDRSS links, the high rate serial stream
of frames is immediately split into parallel Virtual Channels, and
these selected frames are routed to appropriate lower-rate data
handlers such as decoders, packet extractors, data capture devices,
etc. This ~oncept of Virtual Channel switching in order to
transform a complex high-rate serial data processing task into a
modular set of lower-rate parallel processes is of critical
significance to the design of the SSDS. By splitting the serial
stream into many parallel virtual paths a wide range of
architectural options are opened up for processing and distributing
user data.

Closed-loop retransmission protocols (using the CCSDS .COPs.) will
be implemented for certain Virtual Channels carrying critical data
which cannot tolerate data outages. The elements of protocol
required to execute the closed-loop COPs (presently contained in the
CCSDS Telecommand Transfer Frame, which will not be used in the
SSDS) will be placed in the Secondary Header of the Telemetry
Transfer Frames assigned to those Virtual Channel which use
retransmission techniques. Identical data handling techniques will
be used on both the.downlink.and uplink data channels.

In the initial orbital configuration of the Space Station
configuration, it is anticipated that a Ddeterministic. multiplexing
scheme may be implemented in order to simpl ify the processing and
testing tasks, i.e. the sequence in which frames from different
Virtual Channels are transmitted will be pre-establishedand will

.match the total mix of core and payload data that are to be
transmi tted. As the system matures, the multiplexing scheme will
become Dadaptive., i.e. smarter onboard processes will dynamically
match user data transmission demand to the available channel
capacity by varying the Virtual Channel switching sequence.

3.2.4.5 Data Privacy and Security Concept.

It is a firm requirement that the SSDS must provide an adequate
level of data security. Securityrequirementsfall into two main
categories:

1. Source data prote~tion.

For reasons of commercial security, a payload user may wish to
prevent competing organizations from interpreting his data. The
SSDS concept is that such users will encrypt/decrypt the da ta
contents of their Telemetry or ,Telecommand Source Packets, but that
the Packets will be transmitted with their headers in clear text so
that they may be routed through the system.

- ~--
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/ 2. Operationaldata protection.

For reasons of operational security, unauthorized attempts to
manipulate the Space Station or its payloads must be prevented.
This requires that data addressed to a particular subsystem or
payload must be provided with authentication that identifies the
sender as a properly authorized individual. The SSDS concept is
that such an authenticationfield will be attached to the user data
internal to a Packet or Frame, but that the Packetsor Frames will
be transmittedwith clear-textheaders.

The CCSDS data structures have been specificallydesignedto be
compatiblewith encryptionor authentication of the SourcePacket
Data Field, or authentication of the Transfer Frame Data Field.
This approach provides full operational data security and
protection, while permitting intermediate data routing and
accountingprotocolsto be achievedthroughunsecuresystems. It
should be noted that this approachdoes not protectagainstdenial
of access (i.e. jamming), which requires specialized antijamming
techniquesat the data channel level that are not discussedherein.

j.. A CCSnS-BASIm PONC'.rIO~ DESIGN mB :ru SSDS..

The purpose of this section of the paper is to lay-out a functional
design for the Space Station. Data System, which fully and
recursively uses the data handling techniques described by the CCSDS
Recommendations. In Section 4.1, a simple architectural ftbuilding
block8 is defined and some possible system configurations are
developed. In Section 4.2'these configurations are expanded into a
candidate functional design for the entire SSDS.

4.~ BASIC .BOILDDG. BLOCX. OF BE~OR1t TOPOLOGY.

The proposed functional SSDS design is based on modular, recursive
application of the basic architectural building block which is shown
in Figure-7. Note that this is a logical view which is not intended
to imply any particular physical architecture (such as a ring or
star configuration).

The abstract SSDS architectural layers are mapped into the following
concrete functions within this building block:

0 .App~ication Processes. (Api s) ,

Proces~ Layer.

.Loca~ Area Betworks. (LANI s) and .LAB Gateways., residingin
the Local Networking Layer.

residing in the Application

0

0 .Link Control~ers., residing in the Space Data Link Layer and
providing the interface between the Local Networking Layer and
the Space Data Channel Layer.
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.Channel Concentrators and Deconcentrators., residing in the
Space Data Channel Layer and connected to .RF Terminus.
equipment.

Within a particular Space Station functional data handling node
(i.e. core, payload module, international element, COP, POP, EMU,
free flyer, OMV, etc.) distributed subsystems or instruments
containing user-defined AP's are interconnected via Local Area
Networks. The LAN's may, if feasible, use commercial off-the-
shelf protocols: the CCSDS has made no recommendations concerning
the selection of a LAN protocol. Each AP is connected to the LAN
via a .network interface unit- (NIU). A modified CCSDS Source
Packet be adopted as the universal protocol data unit for
interfacing an AP with the NIU. The NIU will control the transfer
of Source Packets across the LAN to their destination.

0

Dissimilar LAN's may be interconnected by LAN Gateways, which permit
AP's in different elements to communicate with each other, or to
draw upon external communications services.

AP's which subscribe to the Message Delivery Service must transmit
and receive messages using the CCSDS Source Packet data structure.
The Packet length, source, and destination ID's (a destination field
will be added to the standard Space Station Secondary Header) are
interpreted by the NIU in order to determine the Packet's transport
requirements. The NIU interfaces with the LAN, which moves the
Packet .around the onboardsystem. The LAN breaks the variable
length CCSDS Source Packets into its own convenient-sized -network
packets. and sends them to the proper destination AP within the
onboard system, or to an appropriate Link Controller. The NIU which
services the destination AP or Link Controller receives the
appropriate network packets, reassembles the Source Packet
(discarding the local network headers), and delivers this Packet to
the addressedAP. This scheme allows onboard intercommunication
between any of the user AP's, or connectionto the outside world via
Link Controllers.

The Link Controllers, connected to the LAN, are principal
components of the Data Transfer Service. These devices permit the
Space Station element to communicate with the ground (or with
another orbiting element) via a suitable data link. They support
the Message Delivery Service by performing the multiplexing of CCSDS
Source Packets in and out of the CCSDS Telemetry Transfer Frame
structure that is used as the bidirectional data link protocol. The
Link Controilers create frames associated with each of the Virtual
Channels, and (for convenience of implementation) provide the
interface to the channel layer by performing the Reed-Solomon
encoding or decoding as required.

Users who do not subscribe to the Message Delivery'Service may use
the Data Transfer Service by interfacing with the Link Controllers
at a bitstream level, in which case their data stream will be
asynchronously inserted into the Transfer Frame data field by the
controllers. Alternatively, high rate users may internally emulate

-~-~
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the function of a Link Controller by outputting fUlly-formed
Transfer Frames (containing data in user-defined format) which are
associated with their pre-assigned Virtual Channel, in which case
the services of the SSDS Link Controllers are bypassed.

The inputs and outputs of the Link Controllers consist of many
different Telemetry Transfer Frames, associated with many parallel
Virtual Channels. These frames are aggregated into a synchronous
serial stream of Frames for transmission through the data channel by
the Channel Concentrators, or are split back out into parallel
Virtual Channels by the Channel Deconcentrators. The Concentrators
and Deconcentrators are connected to the data channel by RF (radio
frequency) Terminus equipment, which handles the establishment and
maintenance of the physical signal path between elements.

The simplest possible end-to-end configuration of an SSDS is shown
in Figure-a, where two of these basic building blocks (one in the
space segment, one in the ground system) are interconnected via the
bidirectional TDRSS data channels. This might represent a very
early stage of the initial orbital capability.

A more complex configurationis depicted in Figure-9 containing
free-flyers, international modules, and multiple data links. (Note
that for clarity only the orbital constellation is shown: the
ground system would be a mirror-image). The diagram shows how
free-flyers may communicate either with the Space Station or with
their own ground networks. Gateways between the NASA Space Station
LAN -and the LAN'sin the Canadian, ESA or Japanese elements are
indicated. The capability of the ESA or Japanese elements to
communicate independently with their users via Data Relay Satellites
is identified. Note also the cross-strapping interconnections that
are possible at the interface between the Link Controllers and the
Channel Concentrators, where the global interoperability of the
CCSDS Transfer Frame data structure is evident.

The simplicity of the basic building block is apparent in these
diagrams: it can be concatenatedalmost ad-infinitumto expand or
contract to accommodate almost any conceivable complex system
topology. The flexibilityand modularityof the internationally-
agreed CCSDS data structures, applied universally and recursively

- throughout the system, is also revealed..
4.2 DBTAILED .STRAWMANa FON~IONAL DESIGN.

Using the complex orbital constellationshown in Figure-9 as a
starting point, a concrete functional design for the entire SSDS has
been created. Our objective is to show how a flexible,
standardized, interoperable system can be constructed by the

-- straightforward modular linking of architectural building blocks,
and by the consistentuse of a very small number of simple CCSDS
data structures. We offer this candidateend-to-enddesign as a
.strawmann in order to catalyze more detailed analysis and
discussion, with the thought that through the process of careful
review and refinementby the agenciesand contractorsinvolved with
the Space Station program it may possibly become a baselined

-- -
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configuration for the SSDS.

The proposed SSDS design is presented in Figure-IO: it is
recommended that you study this diagram for a while, and then read
further. At first glance this appears to be a complicated diagram,
but with a little examination it will be seen that it is hi.ghly
structured and modular, using only a few functions and data
interfaces which are recursively replicated throughout the system.
In particular, the data objects flowing through every major system
interface are identified: these standard interfaces are already
designed and internationally agreed '-- the system interface control
documents could be written now!

Figure-IO embraces the following major distributed elements:

0 The NASA core Space Station.

Attached modules such as NASA payload facilities, or
international elements provided by Canada, ESA and Japan, plus
their possible independent data transmission paths to their own
control and analysis facilities in the US, Europe or Japan.

0

0 Independent vehicles in the vicinity of the Space Station,
including Co-Orbiting Platforms, Extravehicular Maneuvering
Units, Orbital Maneuvering Vehicles, the Space Shuttle, and
free-flying spacecraft, plus their possible independent data
transmission paths to their own control and analysis facilities
distributed world-wide. .

Independent Polar Orbiting Platforms in distant orbits.0

0 The NASA Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System, plus its
White Sands ground terminal, which provides a primary "data
trunk- interconnection between the elements of the on-orbit
constellation and their complementary systems on Earth.

0 Mission Control facilities, assumed to be located in the
Europe and Japan, which provide overall support to each of
major Space Station orbiting elements.

Globally distributed payload data processing facilities, user
home facilities and data archives, which service scientific and
applications users.

US,
the

0

0 Terrestrial communications n~tworks and satellite trunks
interconnect the ground facilities.

which

4.2.1 THE NASA SPACE STATION.

The internal data handling architecture of the Space Station
conforms to the basic architectural building block, which is
recursively replicated throughout the entire SSDS.

Large numbers or engineeringof low or medium data rate payload

--
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subsystem APls are connected to an onboard LAN via a system-provided
Network Interface Unit (NIU), or via the operating system services
of an on-board data processorwhich supports payload operations.
In view of the wide variety of onboard data communications
requirements, it is possible that instead of there being only "one"
onboard LAN, it may conceivably turn out to be a confederated
collection of interconnected networks. The CCSDS Source Packet is
the standard data structure which crosses the payload or subsystem
interface: user messages which conform to this standard are called
"packetized data" within this report.

A precise timing source onboard the Space Station (driven by an
atomic clock) generates and distributes accurate Universal Time to
all payloads and subsystems. The Time distribution system will
extend into the attached elements provided by other sponsors or
agencies. Those subsystems or payloads requiring value-added data
handling services such as sorting and merging of data will insert a
standard Space Station time code into the Secondary Header of each
Source Packet. The format of this code will be compatible with the
CCSDS Time Code Recommendation (Reference [8]).

~

High rate payloads (e.g. SARis, multi spectral scanners) will
provide their own Link Controller functions by formatting their
packetized imaging data directly into CCSDS Transfer Frames, which
will be placed directly into the high rate Frame switching system
for insertioninto the downlink stream. These payloads can also
exchange low-rateSource Packetsvia the LAN.

Low rate Audio (voice)data are packetizedand transmitteddigitally
to and from the Space Station, and distributedto local onboard
audio loops directlyor via the LAN. Preliminaryanalysisby the
NASA Phase-B contractorsindicatesthat the delays introduced by
multiplexing these Audio Packetswith other low or medium rate
packetizeddata are anticipatedto be negligible. Otherwise, the
packetized Audio .data could be inserted into' the synchronous "status
insert" zone of Frames on certain Virtual Channels.

High rate Video (TV) data are transmitted digitally between
elements, but are converted onboard to analog form for distribution
via analog Video Loops. During transmission, the Video data are
packetized (to facilitate transparent selection of multiple
resolution options or compression ratios) and formatted into their
own Transfer Frames on certain Virtual Channels, which are handled
by separate Video Link Controllers.

Uplink and downlink Link Controllers allow the LAN to communicate
with the outside world, by switching the packetized user data in and
out of the standard data link structure (the CCSDS Telemetry
Transfer Frame) which is used on each Virtual Channel. The Link
Controllers perform Reed-Solomon encoding or decoding in order to
support different grades of service. Certain nARQ" controllers also
implement the closed loop retransmission protocol required to
provide Grade-I service. This is accomplished by using the CCSDS
Command Operation Procedure logic, with the standard protocol data
elements inserted into the Transfer Frame headers and trailers.
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The outputs of the downlink Link Controllers are individual,
asynchronous CCSDS Transfer Frames, each assigned to a particular
Virtual Channel and either uncoded or appended with a Reed-Solomon
parity field. These Transfer Frames are interfaced with the Channel
Concentrators via a very high rate onboard switching system (which
may be implemented as a high speed network, or a set of point-to-
point links). The uplink Link Controllers receive asynchronous
coded or uncoded Transfer Frames from the Channel Deconcentrators
via this switching system.

The Channel Concentrators and Deconcentrators switch Transfer Frames
synchronously in and out of the data -slots. which are created by
use of the CCSDS Frames on ~e TDRSS uplink/downlink channels. The
Concentrators receive asynchronous fixed-length input Frame data
structures from the downlink Link Controllers which, depending on
the grade of transfer service required by the user data, mayor not
contain Reed-Solomon parity bits in their trailing field. The
Concentrators synchronously insert these Frames into the
uplink/downlink slots, and pass the serial stream to the RF Terminus
equipment for downlinking via a TDRS.

A -data link manager- functionmust be implemented within the
onboard system, which provides control inputs to all of the other
functions. This is not shown on the diagram in order to reduce
complexity, but its job is to direct all of the onboard data
scheduling and flow control, includingthe assignmentof user data
to specific Virtual Channels, the switchingof frames from each
Virtual Channel to or.from the appropriate Channel Concentrator,
Channel Deconcentratori'or Storage Device. The Storage Devices
provide buffering when the user data rates. exceed the downlink
transmission capacity. In the initialphases of Space Station
operations, it is p~obable that the data link manager will operate
in a deterministic manner, by establishinga fixed sequence of
Transfer Frames on the uplink and downlink channels, and assigning
user data to the fixed sequence of Virtual Channels in a
predetermined manner. As the Space Station matures, the link
manager will become smarter and more adaptive.

If the incoming Frame rate from all of the downlink Link Controllers
is less than the outgoing channel capacity, the Concentrator creates
fill Frames and inserts them into the appropriate slots to preserve
synchronism. Fill Frames are discarded by the Deconcentrators at
the other end of the channel. If the incoming Frame rate from the
downlink ContrQllers exceeds the channel capacity, Frames are
buffered until transmission capacity becomes available: however,
the Concentrators only have limited storage capability since they
rely on the data link manager function to direct traffic flow.
Sustained over-capacity input demand will result in the Concentrator
discarding the _lowest-priority Frames and alerting the data link
manager.

The Deconcentrators receive a serial stream of Transfer Frames from
the TDRSS via RF terminusequipment, separatethem into Virtual
Channels, and place them on the high rate switching system for
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asynchronous routing to the proper uplink Link Controller.

Most of the high rate payload and Video data will be placed on the
TDRSS K-band channels. Critical low-rate data used for core or
attached element mission control will probably be placed on their
separate oS-band channel. All data channels are continuo~sly
operated at maximum rate, in order to avoid outages caused by the
losses of synchronization introduced by date rate changes.

4.2.2 AT~ACBED PAYLOADFACILI~IES AND IN~ERNATIONAL ELEMENTS.

~

The core Space Stationwill be modularly expanded by attaching
payload facilities and elements provided by international partner
agencies. The functional design diagram shows only one such
attached element (to maintain simplicity), but the basic
configuration will be replicated for each module provided by Canada,
ESA, Japan or another payload sponsor.

The internal data handling architecture of the attached modules
conforms to the basic building block. Clusters of low or medium
rate application processes are interconnected via a LAN. The module
LAN is connectedto the NASA Space Station LAN by a LAN Gateway,
which allows the exchange of packetized user data, including audio.
The CCSDS Source Packet is the standard data structure which crosses
the interface between subsystems or payloads within the attached
modules.

The modules may utilize the servicesof the NASA Space Station in
order to transmit packetized data to and from the ground via a TDRS,
or they may (e.g. ESA and Japanese elements) contain their own Link
Controllers, Channel Concentrators and Deconcentrators, and RF
terminus equipment which permit them to communicate directly with
their home Agency via their own Data Relay Satellites (DRS's).

Video data may be exchanged by connecting into the NAS'A Space
Station analog distribution loops, or may be handled independently
by sending them digitally through the DRS's (which also provide
backup paths for NASA Video data). -

High rate payloads packetize their data and insert them into their
. own CCSDS TransferFramesfor transmissiondirectlyto Europe or
Japan via independent Channel Concentrators and the DRS's, or may
interface these Frames with the NASA very high rate switching system
for transmission via TDRSS.

4.2.3 IN~BaFACES WI'lB tJNA~TACBED FLIGB~ ELEMENTS.

Clustered around the Space Station will be a number of unattached
co-orbiting elements. These will communicate with the Station via
space-to-space data links. Some of these elements (e.g. free-
flyers which are perhaps only transiently involved with the Station
for the purpose of construction, servicingor repair) .. will also
communicate directly with their own dedicated ground support
systems, using networks of conventional ground stations or the
TDRSS. The unmannedCo-OrbitingPlatformmay have its own dedicated

-
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link via TDRSS, or may communicate via the Space Station.

Each unattached element will have its own RF Terminus on the Space
Station. A set of dedicated Link Controllers will be as~igned to
each terminus. Each unattached element will create a downlink
data stream that consists of standard CCSDS Telemetry Transfer
Frames containing packetized user data. Packets may be extracted
from these Frames by the downlink Link Controller for routing to the
Space Station LAN, or the Frames may be directly placed on the
onboard high rate switching system for concentration into the TDRSS
downlink stream and relay to the ground. (If the latter option is
selected, the unattached element will insert the standard Space
Station secondary header into each Fr'ame.)

Certain free-flyers will have command systems which conform fully to
all layers of the CCSDS Telecommand (TC) Recommendations (References
[S,6,7]). ' To handle these spacecraft, which use the CCSDS TC
Channel Coding and TC Transfer Frame formats, certain uplink Link
Controllers will contain protocol convertors which generate the TC
Frames and TC Codeblocks, and handle the local ARQ data link
retransmission protocol." During the transition period to a fully
standardized SSDS, other vehicles (e.g. the STS) may have non
standard onboard systems which require special gateway equipment in
order to perform the format conversions required to interface them
with the standard Station systems.

4.2.4 !DRSS AND mE WHITE SANDS GROUNDTERMINAL.

The White Sands Ground Terminal will be a majQr switching center
for NASA Space-Station operations. The basic internal architecture
of the terminal will be replicated when the European and Japanese
Data Relay Satellites become operational: these DRS terminals are
not shown in order to simplify the diagram, but they will provide
important parallel and backup paths for NASA data transmission.

The key to containing the complexity of the ground terminal's task
is the use of parallel processing, enabled by the Virtual Channel
facility in the CCSDS Telemetry Transfer Frame. The concept of
multiplexing the serial 300-Mb/s TDRSS data stream into multiple
Virtual Channels allows the high rate front-end data handling task
to be immediately split into many lower rate parallel processes.
Processing-intensive functions (such as Reed-Solomon decoding) can
therefore be performed at data rates which are well within the
capabilities of existingtechnology. This capabilityto stream
split and route using simple ground terminal hardware is immensely
important to the design of the SSDS.

The diagram shows a representative cluster of RF Terminus equipment,
Channel Concentrators and Deconcentrators, and Link Controllers.

. The cluster chosen is shown primarily servicing the Mission Control
Centers, but similar clusters service the interfaces with other
remote facilities. The incoming downlink pipeline of high rate
serial Frames is sorted by the Deconcentrators {according to their
Spacecraft and Virtual Channel ID's} into the appropriate lower rate
Link Controllers. The Link Controllersperform Packet extraction

--
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and assemble Packets (or files of Packets) into Standard Formatted
Data Units, which are relayed to the data processing center via
communications networks. SFDU's containing packetized uplink data
are received from these networks and routed to Link Controllers
associated with the appropriate Virtual Channel, where they are
inserted into Frames and then Concentrated onto the uplink channel.

Bulk data streams such as multispectral imaging or SAR can be
readily split off to feed dedicated real time onsite high rate
payload processors, or dumped to a storage medium for immediate
capture and.possibly non-electronic transport to the user.

Some Link Controllerson particular uplink and downlink Virtual
Channels execute a retransmissionprotocol in concert with their
Space Station conterparts in order to provide Grade-I data transfer-
service. '

Gateways are provided to route Frames to and from remote payload
data processing and control facilities. For NASA, facilities such
as the Customer Data Operations System (CDOS) receive their data
directly via bulk DOMSAT transfer. &SA and Japanese centers receive
data streams via INTELSAT or other public telecommunications
circuits. ~he set of Frames for a particular center (selected by
their Spacecraft and Virtual Channel ID's) are re-concentrated into
a serial stream for transmission: if the DOMSAT or INTELSAT link is
used in a circuit-switched mOde, the stream of Frames may be used
directly on the satellite transponder without requiring any other
link protocol. The CCSDS Frame switching technique can also be used
as a Time Division MultipleAccess protocol on NASA's Program
Support Communication Network. ' '

4.2.5 MISSION CONTROL CENTERS.

The Mission Control Centers conform to the architectural building
block -- clusters of applications interconnected by a LAN. The NASA
Space Station control center is shown on the diagram, but centers
for other elements are added as modules as required. The control
centers contain all of the application processes required to monitor
or plan the day-to-day flight activities, or to support the flight
crew as they perform this function. The control centers are
connected to the ground terminal by a high-reliability operational
communications network, and to payload centers and user facilities
via public data networks.

4.2.6 PA!LOAD AND USER DATA PROCESSING FACILITIES.

While the control centers are dedicated to the task of flying the
on-orbit elements, the payload data processing facilities are the
primary interfaces with scientific and applications users. The
basic SSDS concept is that the payload data processing facilities
such as CDOS provide front-end services, while distributed
RTelescience- users perform detailed data analysis from their home
facilities.

The payload facilities receive a concentrated stream of Frames from

--
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the satellite links. This stream is Deconcentrated into parallel
Virtual Channels and fed to downlink Link Controllers for Packet
Extract"ion. Packets are assembled into files, encapsulated within
SFDU's, and placed on the LAN. Non-packetized user data are
extracted by a Link controller, pre-processed as required, and
placed on,the LAN encapsulated within SFDU's. User processors or
utility processors (e.g. data sorting and merging, Level-l
conversions, orbit and attitude computation, etc.) exchange products
in SFDU format via the LAN. The LAN is connected to remote user
telescience facilities by public data networks. '

User command data are aggregated by the payload facility and are
either transmitted to the appropriate mission control facility for
integration and uplinking, or are fed to Link Controllers and
Concentrators for relay back to the ground terminal, where they are
interleaved on the uplink channel to TDRSS. The degree to which
user commands must be constraint checked prior to transmission is
not presently clear and requires careful study. It is, however, a
topic of design philosophy for the overall Space Station program:
the SSDS design described in this Report is capable of handling any
required degree of command transparency.

5. OPEN ISSUES REQUIRING MORES'MDY.

This. paper is based on a CCSDS report (Reterence [12]) which has
been the subject of much intense discussion between NASA and the
Space Station Phase-B contractors during the last year.. Some of the
principal issues which still require resolution are as follows:

1. A good model of the TDRSS data channel error characteristics and
distribution is needed.

.2. Iqentification of any .special. Space Station space-to-space
data links, which cannot use CCSDS Frames, is needed.

3. The problems of protocol conversion at the gateways with free
flyers which don't conform to CCSDSformats need to be studied.

4. The requirements for emergency service and emergency data
(both core and payloads) need to be studied.

links

5. The exact services provided at the international cross-support
gateway points need to be specified.

The requirements for telemetry ARQ need detailed study.6.

7. It is possible that the CCSDS Source Packet will be modified to
provide an intermediate "Network Packet" that will be used for
global routing within the prime SSIS networks. The requirements
for this modified structure, including the naming conventions

,and the addition of Sender and Recipient names, need more study.

8. Any requirements for more than eight Virtual Channels in the
Telemetry Transfer Frame need to be studied, plus the details of
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9.

Frame header protection, CLCW location, frame count and use of
the first header pointer need to be worked in terms of
developinga standardSecondaryHeader for Space Station.

The topic of whether very high rate data should be integrated
with lower rate data during transmissionneeds more study.

10. The end-to-end commanding flexibility provided to users is very
dependent upon the Space Station resource management philosophy.
Study is needed to determine whether users will be able to
.transparently. command payloads using a virtual circuit
approach, or whether all commands must go through centralized
validation. An overall Space Station command resource
management concept needs to be developed.

11. The Space Station program needs to establish an office to
generate and maintain data handling standards which are
compatiblewith the CCSDS Recommendations.

12. The topic of security and encryption needs more study. A Space
Station threat analysis and security/privacy policy is needed.
If bulk link encryption is imposed, its effects on link
performance and channel coding must be known. The user effect
of secure facilities on otherwise "open" international networks
needs to be known. .
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TABLE 1. PRINCIPAL DATA TYPESTO BE HANDLED BY THE SSDS

KEY: CONF. =
OPERAT'L =
L-MR =
TELEM =

CONFERENCE
OPERATIONAL
LOWORMEDIUMRATE
TELEMETRY

DB LD =
HR =
P/L =
QUICKLK =

DATA BASELOAD
HIGH RATE
PAYLOADDATA
QUICK LOOK

ASCII ELECTRONICMAIL, FLIGHT PLANS,PROCEOURES,TEXT FILE TRANSFERS
TEXT (COREORPAYLOAD,BIDIRECTIONAL).
CONF. VIDEO FORROUTINESPACE/GROUNDOISCUSSIONSANO PAYLOADCONTROL,
VIOEO RECREATION,ETC.(COREORPAYLOAD,BIDIRECTIONAL)
CONF. AUDIO FORROUTINESPACE/GROUNDDISCUSSIONSAND PAYLOAO CONTROL,
AUDIO RECREATION,ETC.(COREORPAYLOAD,BIDIRECTIONAL)
OPERAT'L FULL RESOLUTIONVIDEO FOROBSERVINGCRITICALACTIVITIES

- VIDEO (COREORPAYLOAD,BIDIRECTIONAL).
OPERATL HIGH QUALITY AUDIO FORDISCUSSINGCRITICALACTIVITIES
AUDIO (COREORPAYLOAD,BIDIRECTIONAL).
OPERAT'L ENGINEERINGTELEMETRY,MONITORINGCRITICALACTIVITIES
TELEM. (COREORPAYLOAO).

OPERAT'L ENGINEERINGTELECOMMANDS,CONTROLLINGCRITICALACTIVITIES
COMMAND (COREORPAYLOAD).
COMPUTER EXCHANGEOF DATA BETWEENCOMPUTERMEMORIES
ORDB LD (COREORPAYLOAD,BIDIRECTIONAL).
HR P/L IMAGINGTELEMETRY(MULTI-SPECTRAL,SAR,ETC.).
OIGITAL
SCIENCE:
BULK OFFLINEANALYSIS,RESEARCHORIENTED.
QUICK LK NEAR-REALTIME ANALYSIS,OPERATIONALLY/ADAPTIVELY ORIENTED

L-MR P/L NON-IMAGINGTELEMETRY(MATERIALSPROCESS,SCIENCE
DIGITAL INSTRUMENT,ROUTINGHOUSEKEEPINGDATA, ETC.)
SCIENCE:
BULK OFFLINEANALYSIS,RESEARCHORIENTED.
QUICKLK NEAR-REALTIME ANALYSIS,OPERATIONALLY/ADAPTIVELY ORIENTED
TEXT AND HIGH FIDELITY PIXELMAPOF DIGITIZED IMAGE(E.G.FAX),
GRAPHICS FORPLANNING,TROUBLESHOOTING,RECREATIONORDISCUSSIONS
HARDCOPY (COREORPAYLOAD,BIDIRECTIONAL).
INTER- DISCRETEMESSAGESTRANSMITTEDTO REMOTEAPPLICATION
ACTIVE PROCESSESTO E.G.INITIATE SUBROUTINES,INTERROGATE
QUERY DATA BASES,ETe. (BIDIRECTIONAL,"TELESCIENCE"MODE)
BULK BULK TRANSFEROF GENERALPURPOSEDIGITAL DATA UP/DOWN
DATA (E.G.LOWFIDELITY IMAGERY,NEWSPAPERS,ETC.)
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TABLE 2. DELIVERY CHARACTERISTICSOF SSDSDATA TYPES

DATA DATERATEI TRANSPORT CONTINUOUS GRADEOF ALLOWABLE
TYPE CHANNEL DELAY,MAX ORBURST? SERVICE ERRORRATE

ASCIITEXT < 1MB/S MINUTESTO BURST I -
HOURS

COr,lF. 5-10MB/S 1TO2 SEC CONTINUOUS III 10*-5 BER
VIDEO 5 CHANNELS (COMPRESSED)
CONF. 16-32KB/S 1TO2 SEC CONTINUOUS 111\ 10*-5 BER
AUDIO 5 CHANNELS (COMPRESSED)
OPERAT'L <25MB/S 2 TO4 SEC CONTINUOUS III 10*-5BER
VIDEO 5 CHANNELS (COMPRESSED)
DPERAT'L <64KB/S 1TO2 SEC CONTINUOUS I (SPEECH) -
AUDIO 20CHANNELS RECOGNITION)

III OTHER 10*-3 BER

OPERATL <500KB/S 2 TO4 SEC CONTINUOUS 1<100KB/S -
TELEM. 1I<500KB/S <0.1%OUTAGE
OPERATL <100KB/S 2T04SEC CONTINUOUS I CRITICAL -
COMMAND 18ROUTINE <1% OUTAGES
COMPUTER <1MB/S MINUTESTO BURST I -
ORDB LD HOURS .'

HRP/L
DIGITAL
SCIENCE:
BULK <300MB/S DAYS CONTINUOUS III 10*-3.BER
QIC' LK <30MB/S MINUTES BURST III .10*-5 BER
L-MRP/L
DIGITAL
SCIENCE:
BULK <1MB/S HOURS CONTINUOUS 18 <1%OUTAGES
QUICKLK' <1MB/S SECONDS BURST III 10*-5 BER
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